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 New Collection Story 
 Combining new trends in the fashion world with
  the most trendy colors and exciting designs,
  it appeals to stylish women in the world.

 Our Vision
  Everyday sustainable fashion
  Sustainable, affordable and quality style

Inspiration 
  Our inspiration comes from Mother Nature, 
  and her shades to create a spirit of 
  coolness and spontaneity.
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        The Elegance of
Pastel Shades









Refined Femininity
Airy,  printed and long dresses convey timeless 
and refined femininity, while natural motifs 
effortlessly mix together with elegant silhouettes











Safari spirit
Feel the Nature







POWER OF NATURE
Dressing for the life you dream of



BALANCE AND HARMONY
Find your own harmony of 

colors and rhythms.







New Horizons

Elegant cut pieces, high-quality materials, 
elegant lines and natural tones for perfection.









COOL BREEZE

















Hidden Power





PaisleyPerfection









Comfort and Coolness
Your elegance is your most natural form 

with comfortable combinations 
perfect for daily use.











Perfect Balance
Perfect balance between new sports 
style and trends adds elements that 
always give them an effect with a 
sophisticated touch and hidden power







Monochrome looks
Creatively play with sporty elements 
and feminine inspirations









Black Will Always Be The New Black



Pure white
      Endlessly chic







Mysterious & Elegant



Timeless

Denim
Combination of modesty and appeal.





The New İKOLL ss20 Collection; 
Modern , Sophisticated and 
Timeless beauty.

Every ikoll combination completes you



İSTANBUL

Founded in 2009, 
our company has made the principle of presenting 

the latest trends in women’s sportswear to its customers in the 
most convenient and fastest manner without sacrificing quality.

For women who do not compromise elegance, 
Ikoll has become a vital part of those 

who believe in the excitement of fashion, 
as well as being a woman’s lifestyle by combining 

seasonal colors and patterns in every new collection 
with a wide range of product and creative design teams.

FACTORY: Cihangir Mah. E-5 Yanyol Üzeri 

İGS Binası İçi No:197 Avcılar / İstanbul 

Tel: + 90212 699 85 45 

Tel: + 90212 591 45 65 

Email: info@ikoll.com.tr

MERTER SHOWROOM: M.Nesih Özmen Mah. 

Çam Sk. No:12 Merter / İstanbul 

Tel: + 90212 506 31 36

Tel: + 90212 526 03 08

Email: merter@ikoll.com.tr

ikoll.com.tr



Follow us on social media
ikoll.com.tr


